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ABSTRACT

Since years Dornier System have been active, for the European Space Agency (ESA), in
the field of development and manufacturing of baseband equipment for Satellite Control
Stations. Respective Telemetry- Telecommand- and Station Monitoring Systems have been
designed on the basis of microprocessor controlled units which are interconnected by
standard interfaces in order to facilitate station integration procedures. The equipment will
be integrated in all European Satellite Control Stations of the existing and coming
generation. The paper describes the different subsystems its interfaces and software
structure.

1.   INTRODUCTION

Monitoring and control of satellites with respect to orbit, attitude and functional
performance is generally performed by a Satellite Control Center, handling several
satellites and by one Satellite Control Station in case of geostationary satellites
respectively by a network of such control stations in case of orbiting satellites.

A Satellite Control Center is generally represented by a computer center, a monitoring and
control room and by peripherals to organize data exchange by telephone lines to remote
control stations.

Monitoring and control of the satellite is normally executed exclusively from the control
center, whereas the personnel in the control station is only controlling the proper
functioning of the station. However, in case of failure in the transmission between control
station and operation center, respectively in the control station itself, a manual emergency
operation in the control station must be guaranteed.



2.   THE CONTROL STATION

A Satellite Control Station is composed of the following main components (Fig.1)

- antenna
- receiving chain for telemetry data
- transmitting chain with control receiving chain for telecommand signals
- Telemetry Processor
- Telecommand Encoder
- Ranging Subsystem for measuring of orbital data
- Monitor & Control Subsystem
- Station Computer
- Data Transmission System to the remote control center

Whilst transmit and receive chains are respectively dedicated to one specific satellite, the
components of the baseband system as Telecommand(TC)--Encoder & ranging system can
be utilized in one station for handling different satellites.

3.   REQUIREMENTS TO THE BASEBAND SYSTEM

Satellite Control Stations of previous generations were designed and dedicated to one
satellite. Necessary satellite and station parameters were prefixed. For the new generation
of flexible baseband systems the following general requirements were established:

• full and free programmability of the different subsystems with respect to data formats
and specific station parameters

• high flexibility with respect to functional behaviour in future applications, i.e. ease of
modification

• compatibility with other systems and equipment with respect to interfacing
• ease of operation for rapid adaptation to new station configurations
• high data throughput

Based on these requirements specified by the customer ESA the subsystems were
developed by applying modern microprocessor technology.

4.   INTERFACING OF SUBSYSTEMS

To meet full compatibility of the subsystems in different control stations, standardized
interfaces between subsystems were selected and implemented (Fig. 2).



1 HDLC = High Level Data Link Control

For data transmission between the equipment within the control station and for data
transmission to the remote control center, the X25 level 2LABP/HDLC1 procedure is
applied. This procedure detects during data transmission errors and generates
retransmission in case of error. The electrical interface of this procedure is given according
to V10, V11.[1,2]. The transmission of the control and monitoring data between different
units and subsystems is implemented with the standardized IEC 625-1 bus which
corresponds to IEEE 488 [3].

For transmission of the actual station time, a serial time code according to IRIG B standard
is used. This time code has a resolution which corresponds to a 1kHz or 5MHz carrier.

Monitoring and control of the transmit and receive chain is realized by an optocoupler
interface which guarantees safe transmission.

5.   SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 3 shows the general configuration of the subsystems ‘TM-Processor’, ‘TC-Controller’
and ‘Monitor & Control’. Characteristic for all these subsystems is the Serial Message
Interface (SMI) which controls data transmission to the external world. The SMI is
implemented by one dedicated microprocessor system. The specific function of the
subsystem itself is implemented by one or two further microprocessor systems.

Main part of these systems is the CPU, the controller for direct memory access (DMA),
the data and working memory as well as the programmable read only memory (PROM) in
which the fixed program and specific parameters are stored.

Data exchange between Serial Message Interface and the individual subsystem is handled
by “messages”. A message is a data block of variable length. Maximum block length is 1K
byte. A Message Transfer Module in each unit implements bidirectional data transmission
which can be performed at maximum speed by DMA control.

The software and hardware modules in each subsystem generate subsystem specific
functions. The Serial Message interface implements furthermore the specific HDLC
procedure. The implemented software program of this procedure is the X25 level 2 LAPB.

Level 1 of X25 procedure is implemented with a HDLC interface card comprising the LSI
chip WD 1933 of Western Digital. This chip generates the control signals for the
interconnected transmission unit (modem) and involves a receive/transmit unit which
performs bitserial data transmission in both directions.



In periods when no data information is required, a specific bit pattern (flag) is generated by
the chip in order to synchronize the receiver. Between two flags information data of any
length can be transmitted, whereby the leading flag serves as starting signal and the end
flag serves as stop sign for the executed transmission resp. as start signal for the following
transmission. The transmitter avoids that no data combination can correspond to the
synchronization pattern (flag) by insertion of an additional bit during data transmission.

This additional bit is again deleted at the receiving side. Furthermore the transmitter inserts
at the end of each data transmission a 16 bit check word which it generates according to a
specific algorthm out of the previously transmitted data words. The receiver on the other
location correspondingly generates a 16 bit check word which correlates to the
transmitter’s check word. If this is not the case an error occured during transmission. (see
Fig. 4.for frame structure of HDLC procedure).

The software implemented in the Serial Message Interface realizes level 2 of X25 HDLC
and evaluates all data and error signals of level 1. Control information as for example
acknowledgement of error free reception or retransmission requests in case of error, is
generated by software. Furthermore error free information is transmitted via the Message
Transfer Module to the subsystem specific microprocessor system and vice versa.

6.   MONITOR AND CONTROL MODULE

The Monitor and Control Module (MCM) can be seen as the interface unit between the
station computer and the different subsystems in the station which are connected to its two
independent IEC buses (see fig. 2). Hereby the MCM handles the control functions and
polls in a 2 sec rhythm the status of the subsystems by the aid of an action table list and
hence composes a message. This message is transferred at the end of an interval via the
Serial Message Interface to the station computer. In the action table list, stored in a
PROM, all IEC characteristic features of the interconnected subsystems are programmed.
By exchange of the action table list any other IEC specific combination can be
implemented.

The station computer sends control information for all IEC bus connected units to the
Serial Message Interface (SMI) which transmits the information to the Monitor & Control
Module. The MCM again transmits this information to the different units and measuring
devices via IEC bus.

7.   TELEMETRY PCM-PROCESSOR

The telemetry PCM-Processor Subsystem serves as a receiving and synchronization unit of
a serial PCM data stream and for generation of data blocks (messages) which are
transferred by 2 SMI’s to the control center.



Main part is the Message Composer which supplies the frame synchronizer with
parameters as for example synchronization pattern, synchronization word length,
correleation threshold, frame length etc. These parameters the Message Composer derives
from tables which are stored in memory or which can be programmed via IEC bus as well
as stroked in via keyboard. The tables include parameters for the Message Composer like
format length (number of frames in a format), frame identification address, number of
frames in a message and message mode. With these parameters the Message Composer
implements the format synchronization and composes the individually received data words
to a message.

Two messages are generated, one of it being either a copy of the other or consists of
selected frames of the format. Both two messages are comprising telemetry data and so-
called header information (identification of satellite, station, actual time of generation and
actual synchronization status). The Message Composer transfers these messages to the
Serial Message Interface (SMT). The Message Composer comprises 4 buffer memories,
two of these serving as data input from the frame synchronizer and the other two as data
output to the Serial Message Interface.

The Telemetry Subsystem is permanently generating its status which to a certain extent is
displayed on the front panel of the TM Processor unit and which on the other hand is
transmitted via the IEC-Bus interface to the Monitor and Control Module.

As the Telemetry Subsystem works on freely programmable parameters it can be used
universally for the evaluation of any data format. It can also be adapted to the transmission
quality of satellite to earth link by presetting the correlation threshold of the
synchronization.

The PCM frame synchronizer (Fig. 5) is a dedicated unit which incorporates a bit slice
processor, featuring fast speed program execution and free programmability. Components
of the frame synchronizer are the correlator, the frame counter and the synchronization
control module. The correlation establishes in each individual bit period the cross
correlation value between serial data stream and programmed synchronization word. The
frame counter counts the bits per data word and the number of data words in a frame and
generates the word and frame interrupt. The central part of the synchronization control
module is all 8 bit microprocessor on the basis of bit slices which is controlled by a
microprogram. This microprogram involves the complete synchronization strategy.

The Message Composer is able to handle a bitrate of 200-350 KHz depending on the
selected parameters of the frame and format while the frame synchronizer itself handles a
bitrate up to 700 KHz.



8.   TELECOMMAND ENCODER

The Telecommand Encoder (Fig. 6) consists of four components: the Telecommand
Controller, the Video Modulator/Demodulator, the 70 KHz Intermediate Sub-carrier
Modulator/Demodulator and the 70 MHz RF Modulator/Demodulator; these units meet all
requirements of the ESA PCM-telecommand standard. [4]

The TC-Controller receives the telecommands for transmission to the satellite via the
Serial Message Interface from the Control Center in form of request messages. These
messages consist of two parts, a header field and a data field with the information for the
satellite. The header includes information of the telecommand type; in case of an
immediate command this must be directly transmitted to the satellite. Time conditioned
telecommands are stored in the TC-Controller until the release time of transmission, which
is specified in the message header. Stored time conditioned telecommands, when out of
date, will be cancelled by applying a third request type, the ‘buffer clear command’. On
each telecommand received from the Control Center and handled by the TC-Controller a
response message is generated, which includes information either of a successful execution
of the command or of a detected failure during one of the specified checks. The checks,
the TC-Controller has to perform, are defined in the request message header and consist of
checks before and during telecommand transmission. The TC-Controller stores 31 satellite
parameter tables in PROM’s; an additional one is buffered in the RAM memory and can
be programmed via the IEC bus or by keyboard. These tables include all specific
parameters of the satellite and of the transmission conditions. The parameter table, used
for transmission, is also defined in the request message header.

During telecommand transmission to the satellite, the TC-Controller programs the Video,
Intermediate and RF Modulators, controls and monitors the Uplink Switching Unit by
means of a station parameter table. The modulated data signal is demodulated in the
control receive chain and fed back to the TC-Controller, which checks the correct
modulation. In case of a modulation error the TC-Controller directly aborts the running
telecommand transmission procedure and generates a corresponding response message,
including the transmission abort error, transmits this message via the Serial Message
Interface to the Control Center.

After each successful transmitted or aborted telecommand a report message is generated
by the TC-Controller and sent to the station computer via the IEC bus. This report
message is an extract of the response message and includes the complete status of the TC
encoder and the uplink switching unit. In case of a failure in the transmission between the
control station and operation center, request messages can be programmed manually by
keyboard input.



9.   SOFTWARE

The specific software routines for the subsystems were programmed on a development
system on the basis of a modular software structure; this means the total program consists
of a number of single modules. The advantage of this method of programming is good
transparency and flexibility with regard to later modifications. It facilitates also the
testability during integration of the hardware.

A software module is the program component, for the execution of a separate task. This
may be a data handling, internal management or a controlling of hardware components
task. This shows another advantage of modular software structure. Once developed a
software module can be integrated in the program structure of different subsystems.

A number of software modules developed for the previously described subsystems, are
common to all units.

There is for example the message transfer manager, which controls the corresponding
hardware component of the message Transfer Module, and realizes a bidirectional data
transfer between two microprocessor systems under DMA control. Another universal
software module is the IEC bus manager, which handles all program activities with the
hardware IEC bus interface. The software module for the keyboard and display executes
all tasks during keyboard programming in the telemetry and telecommand system. A
number of software modules were developed for internal tasks of data memory
management, interrupt handling and check of the RAM and PROM memory in the
systems.

All these universal modules as well as the specific software of the Serial Message
Interface, the Telemetry Processor and the Telecommand Controller were programmed in
assembly language, due to the fact that these systems have to execute time critical and
limited functions.

Only the specific software of the Monitor and Control Module, which has no critical time
conditions, is programmed in the high level language PL/M.

Fig. 7 shows as an example the software structure of the Serial Message Interface, which
is organized into three levels:
- the interrupt modules
- the dispatcher
- the main modules

The execution of an interrupt handling is in principle as follows:
after acknowledgement of an interrupt request the corresponding software routine is



activated, which sets a software flag in the dispatcher, this means an instruction for
exectution of a special main module. The dispatcher is permanently looking for instruction
flags; if a task is once recognized, the flag is cleared and the corresponding main module is
activated. The advantage of this method is that fixed hardware interrupt priorities can be
attached to any software interrupt priorities. This flexible software structure still allows
modification in a period of a progressive development.

10.   CONCLUSION

On the basis of modern microprocessor technology a new way of implementing baseband
subsystems for Satellite Control Stations has been followed. This facilitates station
integration with compact units at low cost. As these control stations are distributed around
the globe minimum spare holding plays a major role. This can be met by using to a large
extent the same standard microprocessor peripherals in the different units and subsystems.
Fig. 8,9,10,11 show the different units of the baseband system.
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FIG. 1  SATELLITE CONTROL STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG 2  STANDARD INTERFACES BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 3  SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION

FIG.4  HDLC FRAME STRUCTURE



FIG 5  FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION MODULE BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 6  TELECOMMAND ENCODER

FIG.7  SERIAL MESSAGE INTERFACE SOFTWARE STRUCTURE



Fig. 8  Monitor and Control Module

Fig. 9  Telemetry PCM-Processor



Fig. 10  Telecommand Controller

Fig. 11  Telecommand Video Modem


